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Abstra t
A bra elet is the lexi ographi ally smallest element in an equivalen e

lass of strings under string rotation and reversal. We present

a fast, simple, re ursive algorithm for generating (ie., listing)

k -ary

bra elets. Using simple bounding te hniques, we prove that the algorithm is optimal in the sense that the running time is proportional to
the number of bra elets produ ed. This is an improvement by a fa tor
of

n

(where

n

is the length of the bra elets being generated) over the

fastest, previously known algorithm to generate bra elets.

1 Introdu tion
The rapid growth in the elds of ombinatorial hemistry and omputational
biology is resulting in an in reased demand for eÆ ient algorithms whi h produ e exhaustive lists of ombinatorial obje ts [1℄. Dan Gus eld (see [9℄, pg.
xv) laims that \signi ant ontributions to omputational biology might be
made by extending or adapting [string℄ algorithms from omputer s ien e,
even when the original algorithm has no lear utility in biology." In parti ular, orresponden es between DNA sequen es and restri ted lasses of
ir ular strings are des ribed in [3℄.
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Within the mathemati al s ien es, resear hers are onstantly trying to
nd patterns hidden in the stru ture of ombinatorial obje ts. The growing
trend of using omputers and algorithms to produ e lists of su h obje ts is allowing resear hers to obtain more information about the obje ts themselves.
Often, this will lead to a more thorough understanding of an obje t whi h
may lead to new and interesting dis overies. In some ases, algorithms whi h
produ e exhaustive lists an be used to prove the existen e of a related obje t
[12℄.
An important onsideration for any algorithm is its running time. For
generation algorithms, the ultimate performan e goal is an algorithm with
omputation proportional to the number of obje ts generated (where the
omputation re e ts the total amount of hange to the data stru tures, and
not the time required to print out the obje t). Su h algorithms are said to
be CAT, for Constant Amortized Time.
Strings with equivalen e under rotation are one of the most fundamental types of ombinatorial obje t. Su h obje ts, more ommonly known as
ne kla es, arise naturally in many areas in luding knot theory, olor printing, DNA sequen ing and the theory of free Lie algebras. Algorithms for
generating ne kla es and Lyndon words (aperiodi ne kla es) were rst developed by Fredri ksen and Kessler [6℄ and Fredri ksen and Maiorana [7℄.
These algorithms were proven to be CAT by Ruskey, Savage and Wang [11℄.
Many appli ations, however, do not require all ne kla es, but instead only
those satisfying a parti ular restri tion. A re ursive ne kla e generation algorithm outlined in [2℄, has led to several algorithms whi h eÆ iently generate
restri ted lasses of ne kla es in luding: binary unlabeled ne kla es [2℄, xed
density ne kla es [12℄ and ne kla es with forbidden substrings [13℄.
Another restri ted lass of ne kla es are bra elets. More spe i ally,
bra elets are ne kla es with equivalen e under string reversal. Lists of bra elets
are shown to have appli ation in the alibration of olor printers by Emmel
[5℄, however the problem of eÆ iently generating these lists has remained
open for some time. Previously, the fastest known algorithm to generate
bra elets was a modi ation of Savage and Wang's ne kla e algorithm [11℄
by Lisonek [10℄. This algorithm has running time O(n  Bk (n)) (where Bk (n)
denotes the number of k-ary bra elets of length n), whi h is the same as the
se ond algorithm outlined in the beginning of Se tion 3.
The problem of eÆ iently generating bra elets is answered in this paper with the development of a bra elet generation algorithm that runs in
onstant amortized time. We begin with some ba kground and de nitions
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of the relevant obje ts in Se tion 2. In Se tion 3, we outline our bra elet
generation algorithm. In Se tion 4, we dis uss strings with no 0i substring
(forbidden substrings). These strings are then used when we analyze our
bra elet generation algorithm in Se tion 5.

2 Ba kground
We de ne a ne kla e to be the lexi ographi ally smallest element of an equivalen e lass of k-ary strings under rotation. The set of all ne kla es of length
n is denoted Nk (n). The ardinality of Nk (n) is denoted Nk (n). An aperiodi ne kla e is alled a Lyndon word. The set of all k-ary Lyndon words
of length n is denoted Lk (n) and has ardinality Lk (n). A word is alled
a pre-ne kla e if it is the pre x of some ne kla e. The set of all k-ary prene kla es of length n is denoted Pk (n). The ardinality of Pk (n) is denoted
Pk (n).
A bra elet is the lexi ographi ally smallest element of an equivalen e lass
of k-ary strings under string rotation and reversal (or a ne kla e that is also
lexi ographi ally minimal among the ir ular rotations of its reversal). The
set of all k-ary bra elets is denoted Bk (n) and has ardinality Bk (n). In ea h
equivalen e lass asso iated with a given bra elet, there exists at most two
ne kla es: the bra elet itself and the ne kla e orresponding to the reversal
of the bra elet (in some ases the two may be the same). For example,
the equivalen e lass that ontains the bra elet 00112012 also ontains the
ne kla e 00210211.
Ne kla es, Lyndon words, and pre-ne kla es an all be generated using the
re ursive ne kla e generation algorithm GenNe kla es(t; p) shown in Figure
1. It is important to have a solid understanding of this algorithm be ause
it will be the basis for the bra elet generation algorithm developed in the
following se tion. The basi idea behind the algorithm is to generate all
length n pre-ne kla es, and then perform an appropriate test in the fun tion
PrintIt(p) to obtain the desired obje t. If ne kla es are required, then the
pre-ne kla e is printed only if n mod p = 0; if Lyndon words are required,
then the pre-ne kla e is printed if n = p. If = a1    at 1 is a pre-ne kla e
with its longest Lyndon pre x having length p, then a length t pre-ne kla e
an be obtained by appending any value greater than or equal to at p to .
The initial all is GenNe kla es(1,1) and a0 is initialized to 0.
The following theorem provides enumeration formulas for ne kla es, Lyn3

pro edure
lo al

GenNe kla es ( t, p : integer );

j : integer;

begin
if

t > n then PrintIt( p )

else begin

;

end

;

end

at := at p ;
GenNe kla es( t + 1, p );
for j 2 fat p + 1; : : : ; k
2; k 1g do
at := j ;
GenNe kla es( t + 1, t );

begin

;

end

Figure 1: The re ursive ne kla e algorithm.
don words, pre-ne kla es and bra elets.
Theorem 1

The following formulae are valid for all n  1, k  1:
1X
n=d
Lk (n) =

Nk (n) =
Pk (n) =

n djn

1X

n djn

n
X

(d)k

(1)

(d)kn=d

(2)

Lk (i)

8
< (Nk (n) + k kn= ) n even
: (Nk (n) + k n = ) n odd

(3)

i=1

Bk (n) =

1
2

+1
2

1
2

( +1) 2

2

(4)

Proof: The equations for Lk (n), Nk (n) and Bk (n) are proved by Gilbert
and Riordan in [8℄. The equation for Pk (n) is proved in [2℄.
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In the analysis of our bra elet algorithm it will be useful to look at another way to ount pre-ne kla es. In parti ular, we wish to ount k-ary
pre-ne kla es stri tly with pre-ne kla es that begin with 0. Let Pk0 (n) ount
all k-ary pre-ne kla es of length n that begin with 0. Noti e that the number
of k-ary pre-ne kla es of length n beginning with 1 is equivalent to Pk0 1(n).
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Similarly the number of k-ary pre-ne kla es of length n beginning with 2 is
equivalent to Pk0 2 (n). This observation leads to the following equation:

Pk (n) =

k
X
j =1

Pj0 (n):

(5)

3 Generating bra elets
In this se tion we outline a fast algorithm to generate bra elets. Sin e when
k = 1, the only bra elet is 0n , we assume k  2. One algorithm for generating
bra elets is to generate all k-ary ne kla es of length n and then test ea h
ne kla e against all rotations of its reversal. If no reversed rotation is less
than the generated ne kla e, then the ne kla e is a bra elet. Sin e there are
n rotations and ea h test takes O(n) time, this nave approa h will give us
an overall running time of O(n2  Bk (n)) to generate all k-ary bra elets of
length n.
A more sophisti ated approa h will use a ne kla e nding algorithm,
whi h determines the ne kla e of a length n string in O(n) time. Su h an
algorithm is easily derived from Duval's algorithm for fa toring a string into
Lyndon words [4℄ or from Theorem 2.1 in [2℄. Using this te hnique, we need
only ompare the generated ne kla e with the ne kla e of its reversal. This
approa h yields a mu h better running time of O(n  Bk (n)) to generate
bra elets; however, it is still far from eÆ ient.
In the quest to nd a faster algorithm to generate bra elets, we return
to the original idea of omparing a generated ne kla e to every rotation of it
reversal. We start by making a simple observation.
Observation 1 If a ne kla e is of the form ai ai+1    an for some
a ter a 6= ai+1 , then we need only test the reversed rotations that also

with ai .

harbegin

Taking this observation into a ount, we are making a large improvement
on the number of reversed rotations we must he k. For example, for the
ne kla e 0010023003 we need only he k the three reversed rotations that
begin with 00: 0030032001, 0010030032 and 0032001003. To test ea h reversal we ould wait until the entire ne kla e has been generated, but this will
take O(n) time per reversal and we will see no improvement over the nave
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algorithms. Instead, if a hara ter is generated in position j that satis es the
ondition stated in Observation 1, we immediately ompare the pre-ne kla e
a1    aj with its reversal aj    a1 . This omparison will yield one of three
out omes. If a1    aj > aj    a1 then we terminate the generation from this
node sin e appending hara ters to the end of these strings will not a e t
their relative ordering. If a1    aj < aj    a1 , then no additional testing is
required for this reversal. However, if a1    aj = aj    a1 , then more testing
must be done on the tail of the strings whi h has yet to be generated.
Following the above approa h, we still need to perform additional testing
for the reversals starting at position j where a1    aj = aj    a1 . The number
of su h reversals ould be as many as n=2. The following theorem addresses
this issue.

If a    an is a ne kla e where a    aq = aq    a and there
exists an r in fq+1,...,ng su h that a    ar = ar    a and ar    an 
an    ar , then aq    an  an    aq .
Proof: Let Pq = a    aq , Pr = a    ar , x = aq    ar and y = ar    an .

Theorem 2

1

1

1

1

+1

+1
1

1

+1

+1

1

+1

+1

Let x^ and y^ denote the reversals of x and y respe tively. Sin e Pr and Pq
are palindromes Pr = Pq x = x^Pq . Thus, = Pq xy = x^Pq y . But sin e is a
ne kla e, = x^Pq y  Pq y x^. Thus, sin e y  y^, xy  y x^  y^x^ as required.
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This theorem implies that we need only perform extra testing on the
reversal starting at the largest position r su h that a1    ar = ar    a1 . This
extra testing is the omparison of ar+1    an to an    ar+1 . If ar+1    an >
an    ar+1 then the generated string is not a bra elet. This test an be
performed in onstant time per hara ter for ea h hara ter generated after
position (n r)=2 + r.
Finally, we note that if a1 = an then the only strings that are bra elets
(or ne kla es) must be of the form an for some hara ter a.
The following is a summary of the modi ations required to transform
GenNe kla es(t; p) into an algorithm whi h generates bra elets. Noti e that
ea h modi ation requires only a onstant amount of omputation per hara ter generated ex ept the addition of the fun tion Che kRev(t; i).

 Add

the parameter u to maintain the value of i from Observation
1: the number of onse utive equivalent hara ters at the start of the
pre-ne kla e (ie. the pre-ne kla e starts with au ).
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 Add the parameter v to maintain the number of
the end of the pre-ne kla e, where a = a1 .

onse utive a's at end

 Add the fun tion Che kRev(t; i) to

ompare the pre-ne kla e to its
reversal (when u = v ). If the pre-ne kla e is greater than its reversal
it returns 1; if the pre-ne kla e is less than its reversal it returns 0;
otherwise, the pre-ne kla e is the same as its reversal and 1 is returned.

 Add the parameter r to maintain the length of the longest pre-ne kla e
equal to its reversal (ie. the largest value r for whi h a    ar =
ar    a ).
 Add a test to ea h hara ter in a position greater than (n r)=2+r whi h
will determine whether or not ar    an is greater than its reversal. This
1

1

will involve the additional parameter RS to hold intermediate boolean
values indi ating whether or not the R eversal is S maller.

 Reje t the string if a
and u =
6 n).

1

= an and the string is not equal to an (ie. t = n

The resulting algorithm GenBra elets(t; p; r; u; v; RS ) is shown in Figure 2.
The initial all is GenBra elets(1,1,0,0,0,FALSE). To illustrate this algorithm
we tra e the parameters as the string 0010023003 gets generated:
t 1
p 1
r 0
u 0
v 0
RS F

0
2
1
1
1
1
F

0
3
1
2
2
2
F

1
4
3
2
2
0
F

0
5
3
2
2
1
F

0
6
3
5
2
2
F

2
7
6
5
2
0
F

3
8
7
5
2
0
F

0
9
7
5
2
1
F

0
10
7
5
2
2
F

3
11
10
5
2
0
T

In the following se tion we give several ounting results for strings with
no 0i substring. These results will then be applied when we analyze the
algorithm, showing that it runs in onstant amortized time.
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Che kRev( t; i: integer ) returns integer;

fun tion
lo al

j : integer;

begin
for

j

i + 1 to (t + 1)=2 do begin
aj < at j +1 then return 0;
if aj > at j +1 then return -1;
from

if

;

end

;

return

1;

end

pro edure
lo al

GenBra elets( t; p; r; u; v : integer; RS : boolean );

rev; i: integer;

begin
if

t 1 > (n r)=2 + r then begin
if at 1 > an t+2+r then RS := FALSE;
else if at 1 < an t+2+r then RS := TRUE;
;

end
if

t > n then begin
if RS = FALSE and n mod p = 0 then PrintIt();

end
else begin

at := at p ;
if at = a1 then v := v + 1;
else v := 0;
if u = t
1 and at 1 = a1 then u := u + 1;
if t = n and u 6= n and an = a1 then begin end;
else if u = v then begin
rev := Che kRev( t; u );
if rev = 0 then GenBra elets( t + 1; p; r; u; v; RS );
if rev = 1 then GenBra elets( t + 1; p; t; u; v , FALSE );
;

end

GenBra elets(t + 1; p; r; u; v; RS );
if u = t then u := u
1;
for j 2 fat p + 1; : : : ; k
1g do begin
at := j ;
if t = 1 then GenBra elets( t + 1; t; r; 1; 1; RS )
else GenBra elets( t + 1; t; r; u; 0; RS );

else

;

end

;

end

;

end

Figure 2: Bra elet generation algorithm
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4 Forbidden substrings
We de ne the set of all k-ary strings of length n with no 0i substring to be
Ik (n; i). The ardinality of this set, denoted Ik (n; i), is given by the following
re urren e equation:

8 kn
>
<
Ik (n; i) = (k
>
:

1)

i
X
j =1

if 0  n < i

Ik (n j; i) if n  i .

It is easy to verify the orre tness of this formula. If n < i then the set
Ik (n; i) will ontain all k -ary strings. Otherwise, we ategorize the strings
in Ik (n; i) by the number of onse utive 0's found at the tail of ea h string.
Sin e there are k 1 hoi es for the hara ter appearing before this string of
0's, we arrive at the given re urren e relation.
We obtain another re urren e equation by onsidering a string = a1    an
in the set Ik (n 1; i). If we append a hara ter an to , then the string
a1    an is in Ik (n; i) as long as an i+1    an 6= 0i . The number of strings
where an i+1    an = 0i is exa tly equal to Ik (n i; i). Thus we arrive at a
se ond re urren e equation:

Ik (n; i) =
Lemma 1



kn
if 0  n < i
kIk (n 1; i) (k 1)Ik (n i 1; i) if n  i .

If k; i  2 then

Ik (n; i) 

n
X
2

Ik (j; i):

j =1

Proof: The base ases when n  i is trivial. If n > i then we indu t on n:

Ik (n; i)

 Ik (n 1; i) + Ik (n 2; i)
n
X

Ik (j; i) + Ik (n 2; i)
3

j =1

=

X
n

2

Ik (j; i):

j =1

2
9

1

Lemma 2

If n > 2 and k; i  2 then
Ik (n; i)
n

 Ik (nn

1; i)
:
1

Proof:

(n

1)Ik (n; i) = k(n 1)Ik (n 1; i) (k 1)(n 1)Ik (n i 1; i)
 nIk (n 1; i) + (kn n k)Ik (n 1; i) (k 1)(n 1)Ik (n 3; i)
 nIk (n 1; i) + 2(kn n k)Ik (n 3; i) (kn n k + 1)Ik (n 3; i)
 nIk (n 1; i) + (kn n k 1)Ik (n 3; i)
 nIk (n 1; i):

2
We now prove a theorem that will be used in the analysis of our bra elet generation algorithm. The proof of the theorem uses the previous two lemmas.
Theorem 3

If n > 2 and k; i  2 then
n
X
1
8
Ik (j; i)  Ik (n; i):
j
n
j =1

Proof:

n
X
1
j =1

j

Ik (j; i)



2

n
X

1

j
j =dn=2e

Ik (j; i)

2

 n Ik (n; i) + n
4

4

2

 n Ik (n; i) + n
j

 n8 Ik (n; i):

1

Ik (n 1; i) + 2

n
X
2

dn=2e

n
X
2

1

j
j =dn=2e

Ik (j; i)

Ik (j; i)

=

2
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5 Analysis of the algorithm
In this se tion we show that the algorithm GenBra elets for generating bra elets
is CAT. We analyze the algorithm by looking at the omputation tree and
determining the amount of work done at ea h node. To get a bound on
the size of the bra elet omputation tree, we observe the following bounds
obtained from equations (1) and (2) along with Lemma 4.4 from [12℄:

Lk (n) 

kn
n

kn
 Nk (n)  2 n :

Now using equation (4) we get the following bounds on the number of
bra elets:

kn
2n

 Bk (n)  2 kn :
n

(6)

Sin e the ne kla e algorithm GenNe kla es is CAT [2℄, the size of its omputation tree is less than kn =n for some onstant . This bound is also true for
GenBra elets sin e its omputation tree is smaller than that of GenNe kla es.
However, unlike the ne kla e omputation tree, the bra elet omputation tree
has some nodes that require more than a onstant amount of work. From our
algorithm, these nodes are the ones that make a all to Che kRev. Thus, to
prove the bra elet generation algorithm GenBra elets is CAT, we must show
that the work performed by all alls to Che kRev is bounded by some onstant times the total number of bra elets generated. The task of analyzing
this extra omputation is divided into the following four subse tions
5.1

Identifying the pre-ne kla es

From the algorithm, ea h node that makes a all to Che kRev is a pre-ne kla e
of the form ai or ai ai where the non-empty string begins and ends with a
hara ter lexi ographi ally greater than a. Note that the length of su h prene kla es is at most n 1. Ea h all to Che kRev results in work proportional
to (t 2i)=2, where t is the length of the pre-ne kla e. Sin e any pre-ne kla e
of the form ai requires no extra work, we on entrate on pre-ne kla es of the
form ai ai . To simplify this task we onsider only the pre-ne kla es beginning
with 0, later using equation (5) to a ount for the remaining pre-ne kla es.
We also ignore the fa t that many of these pre-ne kla es are never generated
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by the algorithm (ie. the pre-ne kla e 002100300 is never generated sin e the
pre-ne kla e 002100 is terminal).
The next series of observations are ru ial to the su ess of the analysis.
Noti e that the number of pre-ne kla es of the form 0i 0i is less than or
equal to the number of pre-ne kla es of the form 0i . We now group these
pre-ne kla es together a ording to length. Su h strings will have length of
at least 2, but not greater than n 2. De ne the set of all k-ary pre-ne kla es
of length n beginning with 0, ending with a non-zero hara ter, and with no
0i substring, to be P0k (n; i). Equivalently, the set P0k (n; i) ontains all prene kla es with length n of the form 0j for 1  j < i. The ardinality of this
set is denoted Pk0 (n; i). If we let Ek (n) denote the extra work that results
from all alls made to Che kRev by pre-ne kla es beginning with 0 (while
generating Bk (n)), then we obtain the following bound:
n
X
n i 0
P (n i; i):
Ek (n) 
2 k
2

(7)

i=2

5.2

Bounding the restri ted pre-ne kla es

In this subse tion we nd an upper bound for Pk0 (n; i) rst using restri ted
Lyndon words, and then in terms of strings with forbidden substrings. Beause every pre-ne kla e is obtained as a pre x of a  where is some
Lyndon word, we arrive at the formula given in equation (3):
n
X

Pk (n) =

Lk (j ):

j =1

If we let Lk (j; i) denote the number of Lyndon words of length j with no 0i
substring then we obtain the following upper bound for Pk0 (n; i):

P 0 (n; i)
k



n
X

Lk (j; i):

(8)

j =1

Re all that the number of k-ary strings of length n with no 0i substring
is denoted by Ik (n; i). Using these strings we obtain an upper bound for
Lk (n; i).
Lemma 3 If n  1 and i  1 then
1
Lk (n; i)  Ik (n; i):

n
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Proof: Ea h string ounted by Lk (n; i) is a representative of an equivalen e
lass of strings ea h with n elements. If we add up the elements from ea h
equivalen e lass we get nLk (n; i) unique strings ea h of length n with no 0i
substring. The expression Ik (n; i) ounts the total number of strings with
length n and no 0i substring. Therefore Lk (n; i)  n1 Ik (n; i).
2

Using the previous lemma and Theorem 3 (n > 2) we an simplify the
upper bound in (8). Note that the latter bound is also satis ed when n = 2.
n
X
1



P 0 (n; i)
k

j =1

j

Ik (j; i)

 n8 Ik (n; i):
5.3

Converting ba k to pre-ne kla es

Using the bound dis overed in the previous subse tion, we an now substitute
ba k into (7) and simplify:
n
X
n i 0
Ek (n) 
P (n i; i)
2 k
2



i=2
n

4

X
2

Ik (n i; i):

i=2

We now use a lever tri k to bound this sum in terms of pre-ne kla es.
Observe that we an insert 0i 1 at the front of ea h string in Ik (n i; i) to
obtain a new a set of strings of length n + 1. Noti e that ea h new string
is a unique pre-ne kla e regardless of the parameter i. Thus the number of
strings in the union of the sets Ik (n i; i) for i = 2; : : : ; n 1 is less than
Pk (n + 1). We an divide this total by k 1, sin e we ould have arbitrarily
hosen any of k 1 hara ters to insert after 0i . Thus:
4
P (n + 1)
Ek (n) 
k 1 k
 k 4k 1 Pk (n)



8

n
X
j =1

13

Lk (j )

n
X
kj



8



24

j =1
n

j

k
n

(9)

The simpli ation found in equation (9) is valid for k  2 and an easily be
proved by indu tion.
5.4

A

ounting for all pre-ne kla es

Be ause the bound on Ek (n) is only for pre-ne kla es beginning with 0, we
use equation (5) to get an upper bound on the extra work performed by all
pre-ne kla es. Note that E1 (n) = 0.

ExtraW ork



k
X

Ej (n)

j =2

k
24 X

 n


jn

j =2

kn
48 :
n

From (6), the total number of bra elets generated is bounded below by kn =2n.
Thus, the running time of the algorithm GenBra elets is proportional to the
number of bra elets generated, whi h proves the following theorem.
Theorem 4

The k-ary bra elet generation algorithm GenBra elets is CAT.

Experimentally, the onstant is less than 8 where we ompare the number of
alls to GenBra elets plus the number of iterations of the for loop in Che kRev
to the number of bra elets generated.
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